
ANTENNA DESCRIPTION

The VHF-H162-NM flexible helical antenna is a ground 
independent ideally suited for use where no metal ground plane 
exists. In practice the antenna can also used where some metal 
is present, but where it is not of sufficient area to allow a normal 
quarter wave whip to be mounted.
The flexible helical design suits applications where damage 
or contact may occur such as forklifts, trucks or emergency 
vehicles.
The VHF-H162-NM comes standard with a N-type male in 
the base/mount ferrule suitable for mounting onto any N-type 
female terminated base/magnetic base or cable assembly.
The VHF-H162-NM is specifically designed and manufactured 
for VHF 162MHz, other frequencies are available upon request. 
Please consult ZCG.
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MOUNTING

Typical mounting positions are to a vehicle bull bar, guard, boot, 
truck mirror or in a fixed location using the appropriate magnetic 
base/cable base and bracket with a 16mm hole.
It is important to mount the antenna as far away from other 
antennas and metallic objects as possible to avoid distortion of 
the omni-directional pattern and interference.  At least 350mm 
side clearance is desireable, preferably more.
The antenna must be vertical for best performance, not 
mounted at an angle.
Once installed, ensure antenna is securely tight onto mounting 
base to ensure no water/dust ingression onto internal 
terminations.
Consult ZCG for compatible mounting hardware to suit your 
requirements.

MAINTENANCE

The VHF-H162-NM is designed to be a low-maintenance 
installation. ZCG still recommend at minimum a yearly check 
of the entire system from antenna, mounting hardware, coaxial 
cable and termination through to you commmunication device.

TUNING

The VHF-H162-NM is specifically designed and manufactured 
for VHF 162MHz and factory tuned to the frequency. The VSWR 
of better than 1.5:1 at 162MHz. 
This tuning cannot be altered.


